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WHEREAS, the Superintendent of Schools of the South Jefferson Central School
District (hereinafter referred to as the "Superintendent") has statutory obligations pursuant
to the provisions of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act of the State of New York
(Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967) to negotiate with the South Jefferson Teachers'
Association (hereinafter referred to as the "Association") with respect to hours, wages,
and terms and conditions of employment, and to enable the professional employees of
the District to participate in the development of those policies which affect their welfare,
and
I
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WHEREAS, the Board of Education, the Superintendent, and the Association
recognize that providing a quality education for the students of the District is a primary
mutual aim and responsibility, and
'"
J .
WHEREAS, the representatives of the Superintendent and the Association have
negotiated in good faith and have reached mutual understandings which were ratified by
the Board and the Association, and are defined in this agreement,
THE PARTIES, THEREFORE, adopt the policies, procedures, terms, conditions,
and provisions which follow:
ARTICLE 1
PRINCIPLES AND CODE OF ETHICS
The Board, the Administrative Staff, and the Association and the unit members it
represents recognize that teaching is a profession and carries certain duties and
responsibilities on the parts of those who serve the profession. The Board, the
Administration, and the Association do therefore prescribe to and adopt as their own the
following Joint Code of Ethics:
I;.
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Section 1.0 - Joint Code of Ethics
1.1 The unit member and the school board recognize that while the unit member
participates in the formulation of school policy under the leadership of the school
administrator, it is the duty of the administrator to recommend and the prerogative
of the Board to determine final policy.
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1.2 The unit member .is obligated to adhere to the school board policy; the school
board is obligated to establish policy that is consistent with federal and state laws
and regulations and to adhere to such policy.
1.3 The unit member and the school board transact all official business through proper
channels and hold inviolate all confidential information.
~
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1.4 The unit member and the school board recognize their obligations to develop
growing appreciation and understanding of the principles of democracy; they
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refrain from using the school to promote personal views on religion, race, or
partisan politics.
1.5 The unit member and the school board agree that due notice in fair time be given
in all cases of appointment, resignation, or termination of service.
1.6 The unit member and the school board avoid disparagement of fellow workers and
predecessors.
1.7 The unit member and the school board are impartial in all relationships with the
pupil.
1.8 The unit member and the school board encourage able and promising students to
enter the teaching profession.
1.9 The unit member receives from the administrator candid appraisal of his work, and
help with his problems; the school board requires such supervisory assistance.
1.10 The unit member actively participates in the work of local, state, and national
professional educational associations; the school board actively participates in the
work of township, county, district, state, and national school boards associations.
1.11 The unit member uses ethical procedures in securing positions, and in maintaining
salary schedules; the school board uses ethical procedures in filling positions and
in maintaining salary schedules.
1.12 The unit member accepts no compensation from firms commercially interested in
the school; no member of the school board accepts such compensation.
1.13 The unit member assumes responsibility for the welfare of the pupil and shows
sympathetic understanding of pupil problems; the school board provides conditions
under which this can be accomplished.
1.14 The unit member endeavors to maintain good mental and physical health and to
maintain a wholesome attitude toward the pupil; the school board provides a
healthful teaching environment.
1.15 The unit member develops through continued study, travel, participation in
professional and community life, and through wholesome human relationships; the
school board stimulates and encourages professional growth of the unit member.
1.16 The unit member is proud of his/her profession and position in the school system;
the school board is proud of its unit member.
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(The above statements were adopted by the members of the New York State School
Boards Association on October 23, 1950, and by the House of Delegates of the New York
State Teachers' Association on November 21, 1950.)
ARTICLE 2
RECOGNITION OF RIGHTS AND RELATIONSHIPS
The Board has the exclusive right and power of operation, management, direction,
and administration of the School District buildings, assets, and personnel, provided that
such power shall not be used in violation of law or the terms of this agreement.
r,
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ARTICLE 3
RECOGNITION
The Board of Education of the South Jefferson Central School District hereby
recognizes the South Jefferson Teachers Association as the exclusive negotiating
agent for all teaching personnel, except per diem substitutes, below the rank of
Supervisor, as well as School Outreach Coordinators, Transition/Home School
Coordinators, AV/ETV Coordinators, Computer Lab Coordinators, Occupational
Therapists and Physical Therapists regularly employed by the District. Such recognition
shall conform to Article XIV of the Civil Service Law.
All provisions of this Agreement, except the provisions of Articles 11, 13 and 22
shall apply to the School Outreach Coordinators, Transition/Home School Coordinators,
A V/ETV Coordinators, Computer Lab Coordinators, Occupational Therapists and
Physical Therapists.
ARTICLE 4
NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURES
Inasmuch as representatives of the Board of Education and the Superintendent of
Schools of the South Jefferson Central School District and representatives of the South
Jefferson Teachers' Association will be conducting formal negotiations under Article XIV
of the Civil Service Law, and in recognition that such negotiations will be facilitated by
orderly and mutually acceptable procedures, the two parties agree to the following
provisions and conditions for the conduct of negotiating a contractual agreement.
Section 1.0 - Definitions (For the purpose of this agreement)
1.1 Superintendent shall mean the Superintendent of Schools of the South Jefferson
Central School District.
1.2 Board shall mean. the Board of Education of the South Jefferson Central School
District.
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1.3 Association shall mean the South Jefferson Teachers' Association.
1.4 Unit shall mean the group of professional staff members who do not have as a
major responsibility the supervision and/or evaluation of other professional staff
members. Principals and supervisors are excluded from the unit but department
and grade chairpersons are considered a part of this unit.
Section 2.0 - Subseauent Neaotiations
2.1 On or before January 15 of the school year prior to contract expiration,
representatives of the Association will meet with the Superintendent to discuss
negotiations procedures for the ensuing school year and to establish appropriate
dates for the receipt of each party's requests and topics to be the subject of the
negotiations proceedings. At this time, further details for the negotiations will be
agreed upon by both parties. The first bargaining session for the setting of ground
rules and the exchange of packages will be scheduled promptly thereafter, but in
no event later than February 15.
ARTICLE 5
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
1.1 The nature of American Democracy demands that citizens be able to listen to all
sides of a controversial issue, sort out the facts, and arrive at independent
conclusions. Students in school, therefore, have a right to be exposed to issues
which are within their intellectual grasp and are under current debate in our
society .
1.2 This right of students imposes certain obligations upon the Board, the unit
members, the administration, and the community.
1.3 The Board will attempt through its policies to employ capable unit members and
supply them with the necessary teaching materials. The Board agrees to maintain
an atmosphere of academic freedom in the South Jefferson Central School
District.
1.4 . The unit members, as individuals and through their associations, committees, and
departments, will be responsible for determining when and how to deal with
controversial issues according to the maturity and needs of students within
individual classes, and consistent with the policies of the Board of Education.
1.5 The administration will be available to assist unit members who are in doubt
regarding the appropriateness of discussing issues which may be deemed
controversial. Further, the administration shall retain responsibility for approving or
disapproving the presentation of any non-school personality invited to present a
view-point to students if the possibility exists that the non-school personality or his
7
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1.6 Appeal an observation or evaluation to the Superintendent if the unit member is
unable to resolve differences of opinion on an observation or evaluation with the
evaluator. The appeal to the Superintendent shall:
Be made in writing by the unit member within ten (10) school days after discussing
the observation or evaluation with the evaluator;
Be based on a claim that either factual data is incorrect or else that the evaluator,
for reasons that must be substantiated by the unit member, was not in a position to
make the judgments being appealed;
Entitle the unit member to a conference with the evaluator and the Superintendent
after which the Superintendent shall render a decision that is final and binding.
******************************************************************************
2.0 The administration shall arrange for formal observation and evaluation procedures
for unit members. Such procedures shall include:
2.1 At least three (3) formal observations of probationary unit members during the first
year of employment. Thereafter, probationary unit members shall be formally
observed a minimum of two (2) times per year, but the District shall make
reasonable efforts to evaluate probationary unit members three (3) times during
each. year of probation. At least one formal observation per year shall take place
before the Christmas recess.
2.2 A formal observation shall be defined as the completion of a Specific Observation
Form by a supervisor after a formal observation of the unit member. The
supervisor will provide the unit member with a copy of the completed observation
form within five (5) school days of the observation.
2.3 A conference between the unit member and the supervisor shall be held at a
mutually acceptable time within five (5) school days following the observation
unless additional time is agreed upon by both parties. Said conference shall
include constructive suggestions for improvement and shall specify any behavior
that must be changed for continued employment.
2.4 Observation forms are developed by a unit member-administrator committee. A
copy of the Specific Observation Form is attached as Appendix B of the
Agreement.
2.5 Every unit member shall have his/her total performance evaluated annually by no
later than June 30 on the form attached to this agreement. Such evaluation shall
be based on formal and/or informal observation(s) and other traits not directly
related to classroom teaching.
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2.6
3.0
1.1
1.2
a)Tenured unit members may request in writing on the Annual Unit member
Performance Evaluation (see Appendix C) to their administrative supervisor a
choice of (a) using the traditional review for Specific Observation by an
administrative supervisor, or (b) to do the Optional Professional Development
Evaluation (see Appendix D). The decision for this will rest within the superVisors
authority .
If the unit member chooses the Optional Professional Development Evaluation, the
unit member and the supervisor must have an initial meeting on or before October
15 of each school year to agree on a project. The project must be written down
and submitted to the building administrator for placement in the unit member's file.
b )The unit member and administrator will meet two additional times to share
progress reports and to review growth and progress. Such meetings should occur
no later than January 15 and April 15 of each school year. The final report and
written evaluation should occur no later than June 1 of each school year.
School Outreach Coordinators, Transition/Home School Coordinators, AV/ETV
Coordinators, Computer Lab Coordinators, Occupational Therapists and
Physical Therapists shall, by no later than June 30 of each school year, be
evaluated in accordance with existing District practices on the form annexed to
this Agreement as Appendix E.
ARTICLE 7
PERSONNEL FILE
No material derogatory to a unit member's conduct, service, character, or
personality shall be placed in the "official personnel file" maintained in the District
Office unless the unit member has had an opportunity to examine the material.
The unit member shall acknowledge that he has examined such material by
immediately affixing his signature on the actual copy to be filed with the
understanding that such signature does not necessarily indicate agreement with its
content. However, except for incidents relating to immoral conduct or other
conduct occurring away from school property, an incident which has not been
reduced to writing within three (3) months of its discovery or its occurrence,
whichever is later, exclusive of the summer vacation period, may not later be
added to the file.
Either party shall have the right to attach a rebuttal to the file copy. Subsequent
rebuttals may be included, but must relate directly to the purpose and substance of
the initial document; also, they must be filed within fifteen (15) school days of the
date upon which the unit member or administrator was notified, in writing, of the
immediately preceding rebuttal. When a unit member or administrator writes a
10
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rebuttal to a rebuttal, they shall provide the other with a signed copy of the
document being placed in the file.
Upon request, a unit member shall be permitted to examine material in their
"personnel file" and have copies made. This may be accomplished by the unit
member, or by the unit member and an authorized representative, at the District
Office during the regular office hours. The right to examine and copy material in a
"personnel file" does not include the right to examine and/or copy pre-employment
recommendations or pre-employment evaluations.
1.4 Material that is factually inaccurate, misleading, or inappropriate will be removed
from the file. This is not intended to question the value judgment of the supervisor
provided all other provisions of this article have been complied with.
1.5 Only material in the "official personnel file" may be used in any action by the
District that could result in any negative consequences for the unit member.
1.6 No written material from a unit member's "official personnel file" shall be forwarded
to a prospective employer without the unit member's permission. This is not
intended to limit references requested of the District.
1.1
1.2
ARTICLE 8
DUE PROCESS
No member of the bargaining unit will be dismissed, disciplined, reduced in rank,
or otherwise be deprived of professional advantage without just cause.
In the event that a probationary member of the professional staff is being
recommended for disciplinary action, dismissal, or is not being recommended for
reappointment, the following procedure shall be adhered to before the
Superintendent makes his determination or recommendation to the Board of
Education:
Professional staff members shall be notified of their rights to Association
representation before they make any statement or decision with regard to the
pending charges or procedures. Throughout the year, the Association shall make
every reasonable effort to keep Association members informed of their rights.
The professional staff member shall be entitled to a conference with the
Superintendent but must request said conference by written notice within five (5)
school days of being notified of a pending action. Should a conference be
requested by the professional staff member then the Superintendent or the
professional staff member shall, at the conference, have the right to representation
of his choosing.
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The purpose of the conference shall be for the professional staff member to have
the opportunity to seek a deeper understanding of the reasons for the pending
action and shall not be regarded as an appellate stage of any kind.
ARTICLE 9
COMMON COURTESY
\-
The Association shall be notified in advance and shall be consulted whenever
conditions require the Board to consider the elimination of a position or a program. The
Superintendent shall notify the Association President, in writing, that the Superintendent
may be considering recommending the elimination of a position or program at least ten
(10) school days prior to the Board meeting where such possible action will be
considered. The association shall have the right to offer recommendations, in writing to
the Superintendent, with respect to such possible actions. The Association President or
his/her designee will have an opportunity to address the Board before the Board acts on
the Superintendent's recommendations.
ARTICLE 10
DUES CHECK OFF
Section 1.0 Dues Check Off
1.1 The District, upon the receipt of payroll deduction authorization forms which have
been properly signed by individual unit members, shall deduct the amount from the
employees' regular payroll check for dues to the South Jefferson Teachers'
Association and its State and National affiliates as designated in writing by the
President of the South Jefferson Teachers' Association on or before September 15
of each school year. Distribution and collection of payroll deduction authorization
forms for the purpose of Association dues are the responsibility of the South
Jefferson Unit members' Association.
1.2 The District must receive the properly completed forms at least ten (10) business
days prior to the payroll period for which the forms are to be effective. Insofar as
possible and practical, equal amounts shall be deducted form each payroll check
following receipt of the form. The District shall transmit the amount deducted for
dues to the SJTA in alternate months beginning in October, throughout the school
year. Specific dates for transmitting the amount deducted shall be determined
jointly by the Superintendent and the President of the Association, or their
designated representatives, before the first pay day of the school year.
Deductions shall be made except in those instances where it might be necessary
for the District to comply with the pertinent provisions of the Section 210 of the
Public Employees Fair Employment Act, as well as provisions of any court order or
other applicable laws. When a dues authorization form is signed by a unit
member, said authorization form shall remain in full force and effect while the unit
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member is employed in the South Jefferson School District or revoked by that unit
member in writing between September 1 and September 15, of any given school
year. The individual shall inform the President of the Association and the
Superintendent, or appropriate supervisory personnel, of the formal date of
termination. Dues deduction shall cease with the next subsequent paycheck in
such a manner that the individual has had the appropriate amount of money
deducted relative to the number of months of membership in the Association. In
the event a refund of monies is due the individual, it shall be the obligation of the
Association to refund said monies.
Section 2.0 NYSUT Benefit Trust
2.1 The District will deduct from the salaries of those members participating in the
Trust an amount authorized by said unit member on Benefit Trust forms.
2.2 The deductions will commence on the first pay check of the instructional calendar
and will continue for a total of twenty (20) consecutive pay periods in a school
year.
2.3 The authorization may be withdrawn at the discretion of the unit member. Unit
members may enter the Trust or change their contributions at any time upon
written notice to the Business Office.
2.4 The monies deducted will be forwarded by the District to the NYSUT Benefit Trust
once per month.
ARTICLE 11
PLANNING TIME
1.1 The District will provide teachers in the elementary school buildings with at least
forty-five (45) consecutive minutes of time for planning and preparation each day
exclusive of duty-free lunch period.
1.2 Recognizing that new teaching approaches and program changes produce new
and/or different demands on a unit member's time, the administration agrees that it
will attempt to schedule teaching assignments to provide unit members using a
team-teaching approach with the same free period(s) for planning purposes. This
shall not, however, restrict the administration from establishing unit member
schedules consistent with curricular and programmatic objectives. Also, the
schedules of special area unit members at the elementary level will be developed
so as to provide a minimum of one duty free period each day for regular
elementary classroom unit members. This also shall not, however, restrict the
administration from establishing unit member schedules consistent with curricular
and programmatic objectives.
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ARTICLE 12
FACUL TV MEETINGS
The Board and the Association recognize that the first obligation of all employees
of the District must be to the education of the students. Regular attendance at
faculty meetings, therefore, is a vital part of the unit member's responsibility. Unit
members should schedule no meetings of any kind which would interfere with their
attendance at faculty meetings. No faculty meeting shall extend beyond 5:00 p.m.
Early in September, each Building Administrator will designate a day to be used for
faculty meetings. The Administrator will adhere to this day unless conditions
necessitate 'a change. If the day of the meeting is changed and less than a week's
notice is given, a unit member shall be excused if the importance of the unit
member being elsewhere outweighs the need for the unit member to be at the
faculty meeting.
If a regularly scheduled faculty meeting is held on the designated day with at least
a week's notice to the faculty, only two kinds of exceptions shall be considered
valid for a unit member to miss part or all of that meeting:
(1 )
(2)
An emergency.
A professional commitment of the unit member (such as college course
work).
In the case of a professional commitment, the commitment must be such
that it could not have been made for any other time and cannot be
rescheduled.
In any situation where a unit member feels that (1) or (2) will apply, the unit
member will notify the Building Administrator at the earliest possible time.
Except in extenuating circumstances, no meeting requiring unit member
attendance will be scheduled by administrators, the Board of Education, or their
designated representatives, immediately after the close of the regular school day
on Wednesdays. In the event that extenuating circumstances require a
Wednesday meeting, the Association President shall be notified at the earliest
possible time and the reason shall be made available to him/her in writing.
ARTICLE 13
CLASS SIZE AND UNIT MEMBER LOAD
The Board of Education and the Association agree that large class sizes and pupil-
unit member ratios may hinder effective education and place undue stress upon individual
unit members. The parties further agree that insofar as funds and facilities are available,
14
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the administration and the Board of Education will continue to strive to meet state
minimum class size and unit member loads.
In the context of the current eight period day, teachers at the junior-senior high
school (and at the middle school/senior high school upon the opening of such facility)
shall be assigned, at the District's discretion, either six (6) teaching assignments, or five
(5) teaching assignments and one (1) supervision assignment, effective at the
beginning of the 2002-2003 school year. In addition, for the 2001-2002 school year,
each teacher shall be given a one-half period supervisory assignment that may be
assigned over the course of one school year or all in one semester.1
NOTE: For the 2001-2002 school year it is understood that the practice of assigning
study hall to 2 teachers with the expectation that the teachers will divide the
responsibilities complies with this language.
ARTICLE 14
CURRICULUM STUDY
The Superintendent and the Association, or their designated representatives,
mutually agree to cooperate in the area of curriculum study.
ARTICLE 15
UNIT MEMBER LIAISON
Unit members shall be consulted during the planning stages of new or revised
educational programs. Unit members shall be notified in advance of any such
contemplated changes and be given ample opportunity to offer recommendations. The
Association President will be notified of such contemplated changes at approximately the
same time unit members (above) are notified. This shall not, however, restrict the
administration from establishing unit member schedules consistent with curricular and
programmatic objectives.
ARTICLE 16
CONFERENCES - PROFESSIONAL
Section 1.0 - Definition
1.1 "Conference" shall be defined as any workshop, meeting, or convention which
relates to a unit member's professional teaching area or to the general field of
education in which the unit member has a relevant interest, but not activities of an
1 It is understood that certain assignments such as cafeteria duty,
fifth and sixth period hall duty, and teacher-student liaison are slightly
longer than one-half periods, averaging approximately 26 minutes of the time
that students are in lunch periods.
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in-service nature, or activities specifically related to the conduct of the
Association's professional organization.
1.2 The District agrees to provide in each annual budget a reasonable sum for unit
members' conferences. The reasonable sum shall be determined in view of the
value of such conferences and in light of the District budgetary outlook for the
coming year.
1.3 The district will give priority consideration in approving conference attendance to
those unit members who are applying for attendance at professional conferences
in which they (a) hold an elected or appointed office, or (b) have been requested to
participate in the conference program.
Section 2.0 - Reimbursement
Reimbursement for attendance at approved conferences will be made on the
following basis:
2.1 Full reimbursement for meals, lodging, and legally related conference expenses
while at the conference.
2.2 A school vehicle will be used when available. If a unit member must use his/her
personal car, reimbursement will be made in accordance with Article 25.
2.3 Expenses outside of New York State shall be reimbursed consistent with approved
Board policy.
Section 3.0 - Applications for
3.1 Application for attendance at conferences will be submitted to the Superintendent
for consideration as soon as is practical.
Section 4.0 - Visitation Davs
4.1 Each member of the Unit shall be granted one visiting day per year with pay to visit
other schools and classes, or classes within the District, which are providing a
program helpful to the unit member. Sufficient advance notice shall be given to
the building principal so that a substitute can be obtained.
4.2 The building principal may grant additional days. Such days shall be evaluated
upon their potential contribution to the South Jefferson educational program.
4.3 If a Unit member objects to a refusal for a visiting day, he/she may appeal the
building principal's decision to the Superintendent.
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ARTICLE 17
ASSOCIATION BUSINESS
Section 1.0 - Association President
The Association President and officers may conduct Association business during
the school day provided that such business does not interfere with the individual's
responsibilities as a unit member. The Association President will not be assigned extra
duties.
Section 2.0 - Association Release Time
2.1 Unit members designated by the Association shall be granted an aggregate total of
fifteen (15) unrestricted days per year with pay for Association business.
2.2 Recognizing that the Association and the District have embarked upon a program
of collaborative decision-making and that the "Association's business" can bear
directly on the work of the partners in this venture, the Superintendent shall be
empowered to grant an additional seven (7) days for activities clearly related to this
partnership.
2.3 The Association President will notify the Superintendent at least two (2) working
days in advance of the name(s) and date(s) for the utilization of this leave.
2.4 In the case of an emergency requiring the immediate attention of the Association
President, the above time limit is waived. The President in such emergency shall
notify his/her immediate supervisor, stating the reason for such absence.
Section 3.0 - Association Officers
By the opening day of school each year the Association shall provide the
Superintendent with a written listing of the Association officers. In the event of any
change in officers, the Association shall notify the Superintendent, in writing, of such
changes.
ARTICLE 18
UNIT MEMBER RECRUITMENT. ASSIGNMENT. AND TRANSFER-
Section 1.0 - Recruitment
It is the desire of the Board and the responsibility of the administration to see that
insofar as possible all teaching positions in the District are staffed by well qualified and
certified unit members. The administration, under the direction of the Superintendent, will
conduct sound recruitment activities to make vacancies known to prospective candidates.
The Superintendent, from time to time, may wish to involve members of the Unit in the
recruitment process, and the Superintendent will always entertain suggestions from Unit
members relative to the recruiting program. Vacancies within the District will be made
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known to the professional staff at appropriate times. The parties recognize that staff
members sometimes have private and personal reasons for vacating their positions which
require consideration in the timing of announcements of vacancies.
Section 2.0 - Assianment
Unit members who desire a change in grade, subject or building will file a written
request with his building principal as early in the school year as possible but not later than
April 1. When a unit member files such a request after April 1, the reason for the
requested change will be weighed in relation to the effect it would have on staffing plans
established for the following year.
Whenever a unit member requests a change in building assignment, a copy of the
request should be sent to the Superintendent. Such a request shall include specific
information regarding the assignment desired. A file of such requests shall be maintained
by the Superintendent for review when openings develop. Unit members with seniority in
specific areas or departments shall be given priority consideration with respect to the
assignment of courses to be taught, provided that such assignment, in the opinion of the
building principal, and/or Superintendent, will work to the advantage of the students'
educational program and is consistent with the Education Laws of New York State.
Section 3.0 - Transfers
In making transfers, the Superintendent will give substantial consideration to the
wishes of the unit members to the extent that these do not conflict with the best interests
of the pupils and of the school system. An involuntary transfer will only be made after a
meeting between the unit member(s) involved and his building principal, at which time the
unit member will be notified of the reasons for the transfer.
Transfers are defined as a change in grade and/or building assignment.
3.1 When involuntary transfers become necessary, the resulting vacancy will be
offered to all qualified staff members.
3.2 Unit members shall be informed, by posting, when any transfer is determined to be
necessary. In making transfers, the Superintendent will give substantial
consideration to the wishes of the unit members to the extent that these do not
conflict with the best interest of the pupils and of the school system.
3.3 Any involuntary transfer will only be made after a meeting between the unit
member(s) involved and his/her building principal. At the meeting the principal
shall give the reasons for the transfer.
3.4 Reasonable effort should be made to see that a unit member shall not be
involuntarily transferred more than two years ina row.
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Section 4.0 - Part-time Staff
4.1 Secondary Staff
Part-time unit members at the secondary level will be paid and will work according
to the following schedule:
Rate of Pay
25%
50%)
62.50/0
Number of Teachina
Assianments
2
3
4
Plannina Periods
o
1
1
4.2 Elementary Staff
Part-time unit members at the elementary level will be paid and will work according
to the following schedule:
Rate of Pay
250/0
50%
EXDected Daily Time on the Job
1.5 hours
3.75 hours including a 20 minute planning
break
Note: If a 500/0 part-time position at the elementary level should occur that falls in the
middle of the school day, then the expected hours would be 10 a.m. through 1 :50 p.m.
and would include a 15 minute lunch break and a 20 minute planning break.
ARTICLE 19
PERSONAL ABSENCE POLICY
In the course of their employment in the South Jefferson Central School District,
employees may find it both necessary and desirable to be absent from their duties for a
variety of reasons of a personal or professional nature.. This policy is designed to provide
for such absences in a reasonable and equitable manner.
Section 1.0 - Sick Leave. Personal Leave. Remedial Health Leave. and Illness in the
Familv Leave
1.1 Each member of the unit shall be credited with Sick and other Leave days at the
rate of twenty (20) days per year cumulative to two hundred (200) days. If a unit
member does not complete the year, deduction from the final check will be made
for absences exceeding leave which would have accumulated at the rate of two (2)
days per month.
1.1.1 If an employee notifies the District of his/her retirement plans by March 1st prior to
the effective date of such retirement, and such employee has 181 or more days of
sick leave accumulated, such unit member shall be permitted to utilizehis/her20
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1.2
1.3
1.4
day annual allotment before utilizing his/her accumulated sick days in his/her final
year of employment.
Any employee who is to be absent on personal sick leave, illness in the family, or
remedial health leave shall provide appropriate notice to his/her building principal
consistent with the administrative procedures outlined for the employees in each
building.
The Superintendent may request a physician's certificate when an employee shall
have been absent for five (5) or more days for the same illness. He may also
request an employee, following an extended illness (10 or more consecutive days)
or a disabling injury, be examined by the school physician, at Board expense,
before permitting the employee to return to his regular duties.
When a serious illness or accident in the family, defined as spouse, child, mother,
father, brother, sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law, or household member residing
with the employee (including a foster child), requires the immediate attention of the
employee, the employee shall be entitled to use these days to attend to such
illness. Leave days for family illness can be used up to a maximum utilization of
six (6) days in anyone year.
1.5 When remedial health treatment of an employee or a member of his immediate
family, defined as spouse, child, or household member (including a foster child),
requires the presence or service of the employee, the employee shall be entitled to
utilize this leave to attend to such duties.
1.6 Out of the twenty (20) days per year, two (2) such days shall be designated for use
for personal reasons. Whenever possible, an excused absence for personal leave
must be requested and receive approval at least 48 hours in advance. The
employee will request his personal leave on a form to be provided by the
Superintendent's Office, and available in the office of each building principal, prior
to taking of such leave, or in the event that circumstances prevent the employee
from making a prior request, on the day which the employee returns to work. The
employee requesting the personal leave day with pay shall sign a request form
certifying that personal leave is taken for good and demanding reasons which
could not be otherwise attended to during other than school hours, and that the
day is not to be (or was not) used for beginning or extending a vacation period
(unless circumstances produced prior approval of the Superintendent), for
personal convenience or for non-appropriate recreational activities. The request
form will not require, unless consecutive days are to be utilized, that an employee
give a reason for his absence beyond what has be required in the preceding
sentence. If the request is to utilize two (2) consecutive school days of personal
leave, the request must detail the unusual circumstances necessitating theuse of
two (2) consecutive days.
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1.7 All twenty (20) days granted pursuant to this provision shall be accumulative.
Further, if an employee uses neither of the personal leave days granted pursuant
to this section, (s)he will receive a bonus of two (2) additional days to be accrued
toward the maximum accumulated sick leave.
1.8 Any employee who is required to miss work due to emergency weather conditions
must utilize a day from his/her personal leave for such absence.
1.9 In the event that school is canceled due to snow or other emergency conditions
and the unit member is on an extended sick leave, the unit member must utilize a
day from his/her accumulated leave for such absence.
1.10 Any employee who has not missed any day of scheduled work (other than for an
approved conference, a death in the family, or jury duty) shall receive a payment of
$250 at the conclusion of the school year. Any employee who has missed only
one (1) day of scheduled work (other than for an approved conference, a death in
the family, or jury duty) shall receive a payment of $100 at the conclusion of the
school year.
Section 2.0 - Jurv Dutv
In the event that a member of this Unit is called to serve on jury duty, the Board will
pay the difference between the Unit member's juror pay and his regular teaching salary
for the period in which the Unit member serves as a juror, but not after June 30 of any
fiscal year. When jury duty extends into a succeeding fiscal year, the Board will resume
its share of pay for those work days after the employee begins his terms of service in the
new fiscal year. The Board will also provide for the paid absence of an employee in those
instances when the employee's presence is demanded by the court, but not as a party in
the court proceedings.
Section 3.0 - Death in the Familv
When a death shall have occurred in the family defined as grandparent, spouse,
child, mother, father, brother, sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law, or household member
residing with the employee (including a foster child), the employee shall be entitled to up
to five (5) days of paid personal absence, each instance, non-cumulative.
In the case of other, more distant relatives, the employee may be granted up to
three (3) days of paid personal absence depending on travel requirements. More than
one use of this provision in any year will require consultation with the Superintendent.
Included in this provision: aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews, and brothers- and sisters-in-
law.
Section 4.0 - Other Absences
The Board recognizes that in some cases unusual circumstances will arise which
will warrant the absence of employees for good and demanding reasons notcoveredin
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this policy. The approval of such absences, with or without pay, resides with the
Superintendent. Such approval shall be based on the merits of the individual request.
ARTICLE 20
SICK LEAVE BANK
In the event of a prolonged illness, members of the bargaining unit who have
exhausted their sick leave days may appeal to the Sick Leave Bank Committee of the
Association for extra days of sick leave.
Objective: The sole purpose of the Sick Leave Bank is to provide additional sick leave
to qualified bank members who have exhausted their own sick leave and
who require additional days. The Bank will be administered by a committee
consisting of three (3) unit member members, and the Superintendent, and
one administrator according to the following guidelines.
Section 1.0 - Eliaibilitv for Use of the Sick Leave Bank
1.1 All employees represented by the South Jefferson Unit members Association are
eligible for membership.
1.2 Application for permanent membership must be made in writing to the Sick Leave
Bank Committee on or before October 1 of the school year; otherwise,
membership will be delayed until the following school year.
1.3 Members who wish to terminate membership in the Sick Leave Bank must submit
a written notice of their desire to terminate membership to the SLBC Chair. Any
sick leave days donated to the Sick Leave Bank are non-refundable.
1.4 Upon entrance into the Sick Leave Bank, a member will donate one day from
his/her personal sick leave accumulation.
1.5 The Sick Leave Bank Committee may establish a one month open period for
contributions whenever the bank contains fewer than one hundred (100) days.
There will be no more than one open period per school year for replenishment.
Contributions to the bank may be made only during the one month periods
established for contributions. All members of the bank will be asked to contribute
one day.
Members choosing not to contribute during this open period will terminate their
membership in the Sick Leave Bank.
1.6 Reapplication for membership shall require the member to contribute according to
the above open period schedule. Applications are according to Section 1.2.
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1.7 Any unit member contributing to the bank shall be eligible to apply for leave from
the bank and that eligibility shall extend through the next period for open
contributions.
.
1.8 If the Sick Leave Bank is insufficiently stocked to meet a request and if the
Association has received membership contributions of at least 100 days within the
most recent calendar year, the Association shall present its findings to the
superintendent, along with all pertinent information. The superintendent will then
review the data and make his recommendation to the Board of Education. The
Board of Education will then decide on the request and forward its decision to the
committee.
1.9 Prior attendance history may be considered as an eligibility factor provided the
District has previously made such employee aware of its concerns with such
employee's attendance pattern.
Section 2.0 - Reauirements for Use of the Bank
2.1 All of the applicant's sick leave must be exhausted before days from the bank may
be used.
2.2 The applicant must submit a written request to the Sick Leave Bank Committee for
the number of days to be used from the bank.
2.3 The request must be accompanied by a physician's statement to include:
a. specific nature of illness
b. estimate of the number of days required for recovery
2.4 The chair of the Sick Leave Bank Committee (SLBC) will respond to the applicant
within five (5) working days of receipt of the request.
2.5 Any days granted by the Sick Leave Bank Committee but not used by the
applicant must be returned to the bank.
2.6 If a request for use of days from the bank is denied, the chair of the SLBC, upon
request of the applicant, shall provide within five (5) working days, a written
statement of the reason for denial.
2.7 If the applicant does not find the written explanation satisfactory, he may request in
writing a meeting with the SLBC. The decision rendered after that meeting shall
be final and binding.
2.8 The number of days granted by the SLBC shall not exceed thirty (30). If additional
days are required, the applicant shall reapply and the SLBC shall consider this as
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an additional request from the bank. The total granted shall not exceed ninety (90)
for a continuous illness.
2.9 In the case of a prolonged illness or disability, the applicant may appeal to the
SLBC for additional days.
Section 3.0 - Sick Bank Administration
3.1 The SLBC shall consist of three (3) Association members, the superintendent, and
an administrator appointed by the superintendent. On or before October 1 of each
school year, the Association President will notify the Superintendent within five (5)
working days of any subsequent changes. One Association member will be
designated Chair of the SLBC by the Association President.
3.2 The Chair of the SLBC will notify each Association member of his/her eligibility to
become a member of the Sick Leave Bank on or before September 15 of the
school year in which he/she become eligible to join; otherwise, membership
subscription will not be open until the following year.
The Chair of the SLBC will maintain a list of the current members of the Sick Leave
Bank and will, on or before September 15 of each school year, notify all current
members of his/her membership status.
3.3 If a request for use of sick days from the Sick Leave Bank is denied, the chair of
the SLBC, upon request of the applicant, will provide within five (5) working days a
written statement of the reason for denial.
Approval or denial of an eligible applicant's request will require a consensus
decision of the SLBC.
3.4 The Sick Leave Bank Committee will maintain a list of contributors and amounts
contributed. This list shall be available for examination by members.
ARTICLE 21
EXTENDED LEAVE OF ABSENCE
The Board of Education, upon recommendation of the Superintendent, may grant
an extended leave for up to two years without pay, for good and sufficient reasons; such
as health, study, travel.
Application for an extended leave of absence, except in cases of sudden disability
or emergency shall be made in writing to the Superintendent at least 60 days prior to the
proposed effective date of the leave. The effective date and date of return from an
extended leave shall be established by the Superintendent after giving consideration to
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the wishes of the unit member and the best interests of the students. Except in cases of
leave for disability or emergency, the unit member shall, whenever possible, begin a
leave at the beginning or end of a semester and resume teaching service at the beginning
of a semester.
Upon return from an extended leave of absence, a unit member shall regain all
rights and privileges and be returned to the same or similar position as that from which
he/she left, provided that the unit member provides the Superintendent with written notice
of intent to return by March 1 if returning at the beginning of the year or six months prior
to resuming service if returning during the school year.
Unit members may use accumulated sick leave for physician-certified disability
related to pregnancy in order to reduce the amount of unpaid leave they must use. In
such case, the District may, at its option, require a second opinion from a physician
chosen by the District.
ARTICLE 22
SABBATICAL LEAVE
1.0 The number of sabbatical leaves available each year shall number no more than
two (2) percent of the Unit membership, and the number of leaves shall be
counted in full members. Fractional leaves are not available, except that when the
two percent is applied to the Unit membership number, an additional sabbatical
shall be available when the fraction exceeds .7 (seven-tenths).
1.1 Sabbatical leave shall be available to all professional staff who meet the following
qualifications:
Have served five years in the District;
Shall have achieved permanent certification within the area of teaching
assignment. This requirement may be waived at the discretion of the
Superintendent;
Shall have submitted to the Superintendent on forms provided by his office
a proposed program for use of sabbatical leave no later than April 1 of the
school year immediately preceding the school year for which the sabbatical
leave is req uested;
All applications received prior to April 1 shall be evaluated equally with no
prejudices because of date submitted;
Applications will be accepted subsequent to April 1 if good reason for late
application is provided and final decisions have not been reached.
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1.2
1.3
1.4
Payment
The District will pay 650/0, but no more than 65%, of the recipient's salary for the
year in which leave is taken, except as provided in 1.21 and 1.22 below. (Salary is
defined as base teaching salary and does not include additional remuneration for
additional responsibilities voluntarily assumed.)
1.21 In cases where the applicant is the recipient of a monetary award requiring
no responsibilities, the District will pay the difference between this award
and 100% of the applicant's salary, but no more than 650/0 of his salary.
1.22 In cases where the applicant is the recipient of a monetary award which
requires him to assume responsibilities as a condition of the award, the
District will pay the difference between such award and 900/0 of the
applicant's salary, but no more than 65% of his salary.
Tuition shall not be classified as monetary award.
Insofar as possible, the recipient ethically and professionally will pursue his
sabbatical program without assuming responsibility for monetary gain,
except as provided above.
Status of Recipients on Sabbatical Leave
Each recipient of sabbatical leave is considered to be in the employ of the District
during the time of the leave. The sabbatical grant is based on the recipient's
salary for the year in which the leave is to be taken. At the expiration of the
sabbatical leave, the recipient shall be restored to his/her position. In the event
that position no longer exists, the recipient shall be returned to a position of like
nature, seniority, status, and pay provided that that staff member remains eligible
for reinstatement under other rules and regulations of the Board of Education.
During the period of the leave, the recipient shall be entitled to all benefits
accorded to the rest of the professional staff during the period of his/her absence,
including salary credit for advanced education completed during the period of
hislher absence. Salary credit for advanced education completed during
sabbatical leave shall be granted as of September 1 of the year in which the
recipient returns to the District.
Procedures and Priorities for Consideration
The best interests of the District in the professional growth of recipients of
sabbatical leaves shall be considered.
The contributions that the applicant has already made to the District and his future
potential influence shall be considered.
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The need to strengthen a particular area of instructional program or prepare a
person in an area of shortage shall be considered.
Tenured unit members shall be given priority consideration over probationary unit
members.
Sabbatical requests for full school years shall be given priority considerations.
If requested in writing by the President of the Association on or before April 1, a
committee composed of no more than four (4) members of the Unit named by the
President of the Association and no more than three (3) members of the
administrative staff named by the Superintendent shall consider applications for
sabbatical leave and make recommendations to the Superintendent. He shall
review the applications for sabbatical leave and the recommendations of the above
committee and make final recommendations to the Board of Education which may
approve or fail to approve the recommendations.
1.5 The recipient of a sabbatical leave shall sign the "Required Return & Nonreturn
Repayment" agreement prior to accepting a sabbatical leave.
Percent to be
Repaid by Unit
members
5 3 years 1000/0 330/0
6 2 years 900/0 450/0
7 2 years aOok 40%
8 2 years 70% 35%
9 2 years 60% 30%
10 or more 2 years 50% 250/0
NOTE: 1. The above schedule determines the amount of repayment for nonreturn but
does not specify the time in which the repayment is to be made. Provisions for
repayment will be made on an individual basis and will be established by the
Board of Education. This provision shall be waived in the cases of those
individuals who, because of illness, disability discharge, death, or other
circumstances beyond the control of the individual, are unable to return to service
within the school district.
REQUIRED RETURN & NONRETURN REPAYMENT SCHEDULE
In Case of
Nonretum
Percent to be
Repaid for Each
Year of Nonreturn
Required
Return
Period
Years with
the District
2. The amount of repayme"nt shall be based upon the total cost of the unit
member's leave including his/her salary, retirement, social security, health
insurance, disability and worker-s compensation costs.
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ARTICLE 23
EMERGENCIES PROVISIONS
This agreement will not diminish the right or power of the Board of Education to
make and enforce emergency regulations in times of crisis, disaster, or National
emergencies in situations where State or Federal Law allows such exercise of rights or
power in lieu of following established policies, procedures, and other agreements.
However, no exercise of said rights or power by the Board of Education pursuant
to law, at a time of crisis, disaster, or National emergency shall in any way reduce or
otherwise alter economic benefits to which members of the bargaining unit are entitled
pursuant to this agreement.
ARTICLE 24
PROFESSIONAL ENHANCEMENT FUND
The parties agree to the establishment of a Professional Enhancement Fund to
encourage and support efforts by unit members to go beyond normal professional
expectations as they provide services to the district and/or to the students. The use of
this fund, however, does not encompass curriculum writing, nor does it allow for the direct
purchase of equipment supplies and materials.
The total amount in the fund will be $4,000 yearly.
The management of the fund will be the responsibility of a joint committee whose
decisions will be reached through consensus. The Association will appoint three
members; the Superintendent will appoint two. It shall be the responsibility of the
committee to formulate specific criteria and procedures within the guidelines stated below.
It shall further be the responsibility of the' committee to approve or alter and approve
proposed payments, to assure that promised activities are carried out as described, and
to provide a final accounting and report of activities undertaken and funded. This report
shall be presented to the Superintendent and the Association before June 30 of the year
of operation.
The committee shall use the forms and procedures for this fund as in the past. All
allocations shall be disbursed with committee consensus.
Guidelines:
The fund is intended to encourage and support activities not already provided for
in the current contract. It is not intended to replace or to supplement the present
co-curricular schedule or the coaching schedule. Therefore, although the
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committee might choose to allocate money to a particular activity for more than a
single year, it should avoid establishing annual stipends.
It should be made clear that the committee's having funded an activity implies no
obligation for the district to continue funding this activity in future years.
Although the general structure of this Fund and operation of its governing
committee suggest that activities would have prior approval, the parties do not
intend that as a limitation. The committee should make adequate provision for
considering requests which come after the activity is completed, as well.
The committee must include procedures or practices which will prevent
encouraging activities' running counter to the district's curricular, instructional, or
co-curricular directions. Although principals' approval is neither implied nor
suggested, effective communication should be assured.
The committee might choose to allocate money to a particular activity for more
than a single year. Funding for an activity shall not go beyond the life of this
contract. Any unexpended funds will be carried over and added to the available
funding for the Professional Enhancement Fund for the next school year.
ARTICLE 25
TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT
1.0 Unit members who are required as part of their assigned duties to travel from one
school building to another shall be compensated at. the Internal Revenue Service
business deduction rate in effect on July 1 of each fiscal year ("IRS rate") for all
required travel, using their personal vehicles, from the point of their initial
assignment at the start of the school day to the point of their last assignment at the
close of the school day.
2.0 Unit members who attend approved conferences or who are required to attend any
function outside the District shall be compensated at the IRS rate.
3.0 Mileage will be recorded on a log provided by the Superintendent's office and
mileage logs and appropriate claim forms may be submitted monthly or less
frequently.
ARTICLE 26
RETIREMENT
Any unit member retiring from the South Jefferson Central School District on or
after February 1, 1984, with a minimum of ten years of service in the South Jefferson
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Central School District shall be remunerated at the rate set forth below for each day of
accumulated unused sick leave up to a maximum of 200 days.
1-125days - $10 per day
126-175 days - $35 per day
176-200 days - $20 per day
If an employee's effective date of retirement is between June 30 and September 1,
the unit member must submit an irrevocable letter of retirement to the District no later than
March 1 preceding the date of retirement in order to qualify for this benefit.
Definitions:
Effective date of retirement is the date employment terminates.
EliQible date of retirement is the date one qualifies to draw benefits.
A unit member eligible for retirement from the South Jefferson Central School
District is a unit member age 55 or over.
A unit member attaining age 55 during a school year and electing not to begin that
year will qualify to collect the benefits provided in this Article upon drawing either New
York State Teachers' Retirement System or Employees' Retirement System benefits.
ARTICLE 27
ON THE JOB INJURY
No unit member will suffer any loss of economic benefit, including leave days, for
absence caused by injury to the unit member in the responsible performance of his duty.
In the event of total disability due to the incident, as judged by the school physician or
other acceptable medical judgment, the Board shall pay the unit member the difference
between the compensation payment and the take home pay of the unit member without
reduction of accumulated sick leave. Such pay shall cease when pay continuance
insurance commences.
It being agreed that, where a unit member is finally adjudged guilty of criminal
charge or has judgment entered against him or her in a civil case as related to the
incident, the Board has no further responsibility for payor loss of accumulated leave.
Nothing in this provision is intended to contradict the intent of the first paragraph.
ARTICLE 28
INSURANCE PROGRAM
Part 1.1
The Board agrees to provide, through a carrier of its choice, and at no cost to
members of the Unit, the following insurance programs having the benefits summarized
below:
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Life Insurance
Accidental Death
$20,000.00
$20,000.00
Salarv Continuation
Waiting
Maximum Benefit
Percentage of Wages
Benefit Period
Sickness
Accident
90 days
$1,200.00 per month
600/0
Age 65
Age 65
Part 1.2
The Board further agrees to provide, through a carrier of its choice, on a shared
cost basis, the basic health insurance program having the benefits summarized below.
Emplovee Contribution to the Health Insurance Premium-100/0
All Benefits Under Part 1.1
PLUS
Maior Medical
Maximum Benefit $1,000,000.00 per cause
Co-Insurance 1st $3,000 80%
After $3,000 Calendar Year 1000/0
Deductible: $50 or Benefits. payable by other Group Insurance
Room and Board
Payable for
Hospital Extras
Highest Semi-Private
120 days
Unlimited
Suraical $1,000.00
Medical Reimbursement (In Hospital)
First Call $ 15.00
Second Call $ 10.00
Third Call $ 10.00
Subsequent Call $ 5.00
Payable 120 days
Home & Office Medical Reimbursement
Amount Per Call $ 20.00
Lab and X-Ray $300.00
$40.00 (eff. 1/1/02)
$400.00 (eft. 1/1/02)
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Eff. 1/1/99 Eff. 1/1/02 Eff. 1/1/04
Generic Drug $5 $3 $4
Generic Drug Mail Order $3 $6 $8
Non-Generic $6 $10 $12
Non-Generic Mail Order $3 $20 $24
Supplemental Accident $300.00 $500.00 (eff. 1/1/02)
Maior Medical Deductible
$125 per individual with maximum of $375/family
Other benefits same as Part 1.2
Increase the major medical lifetime maximum from $30,000 to $100,000 for
reti rees.
Flat Maternitv Benefits
Normal Delivery
Cesarean Section
Miscarriage
Treated as any other
illness to comply with
PL 95-555
Prescription Drua Card Co-Pays
Routine Testina and other Preventive Medical Measures
$125 annually (calendar year)
$225 effective 1/1/02
Chiropractic Care $750 maximum per calendar year
$1,000 effective 1/1/02
Mammoaram $150 annually effective 1/1/02
This benefit is in addition to the routine testing
and the lab and x-ray provisions.
Mental Health 500/0 through 12/31/01
60% effective 1/1/02
66.7% effective 1/1/04
, Miscellaneous
Ambulance transport, including by approved volunteer ambulance corps.
$150.00 per transport
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Benefits to continue for health coverage for early approved retirement.
Over 65 Medicare Supplement included
Permit payment for any number of physician visits in the same day.
Circumcision and initial new born physician visits in the hospital.
Hospice Care as defined in the plan summary.
Any employee or dependent covered under employee's policy, hired after July 1,
1988, shall, for a period of twelve months, be excluded from coverage for any pre-existing
condition.
The District has the right, at any time when such program is deemed to be
economically feasible, to institute a case management program to oversee health
insurance claims. The District shall provide each unit member and retiree with specific
information on the managed care component of the health insurance plan, including the
procedures for utilizing the managed care provisions.
The District shall provide to the Association, at the end of each quarter, a financial
statement as to the status of the health insurance program.
Part 1.3
The District shall contribute up to $55.00 per participating unit member to a Dental
Plan selected by the Association and approved by the District.
Part 1.4
All employees who retired from the employment of the District on or after
October 1, 1978, will be required to make contributions to the cost of the plan, according
to the following schedule:
Years of Service
in the District
o yrs. - 4 yrs. 11 mos.
S yrs. - 9 yrs. 11 mos.
10 yrs. - 14 yrs. 11 mos.
15 yrs. - 19 yrs. 11 mos.
20 plus years
Employee Contribution District Contribution
Employee not eligible for health insurance
100°1'0
662/3%
33 1/3%
00/0
0%
33 1/30/0
66 2/30/0
100°1'0
Such rate of contribution, if any, shall be computed at the appropriate percentage
of the current rate in Article 16.1 E of the date of the employee's retirement. This rate of
contribution shall remain as long as that employee remains a member of the Plan.
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Part 1.5 - Health Insurance
The District has instituted an IRS Section 125 plan to require an employee to pay
through such plan his/her share of the cost of health and dental insurance premiums.
Also, employees may elect to defer income for unreimbursed medical/dental and
dependent care expenses. The District shall pay the administrative costs in conjunction
with the administration of such program.
ARTICLE 29
ATHLETIC SALARIES
The same indexing formula shall be used for all three years of the contract with the
indexing to be based upon BA step 1 for each of the three years of the agreement.
Section 1.0 - Guidelines
1.1 The annual increment for each athletic position is to be based on the coaching
salary schedule. The amount of the salary for each individual assigned a position
shall be determined by multiplying the appropriate salary on the coaching schedule
by the percentage factor assigned to each position.
1.2 Each individual assigned to coach in an athletic position shall be placed on a step
. in terms of his/her years of service in that activity. A coach transferring from one
sport to another may receive coaching credit for the previous coaching on the
salary schedule.
Persons coaching two (2) levels in the same activity in the same season will be
paid one-half of the lower salary and full pay for the higher salary.
If there is an insufficient number of participants in one sport, coaching assignments
may be combined with the assigned coaching being paid the single highest salary.
In the event an assistant coach position is created by the Board of Education and
such position is not explicitly set forth below, the factor weighing for such position
shall be 70% of the coaching factor applicable for the varsity level position in such
sport.
If the number of participants for an activity exceeds a manageable number, the
Coach may request the Athletic Director and Superintendent to consider hiring an
Assistant Coach or subdividing the squad into two (2) teams, with each having its
own Coach. If a second Coach cannot be obtained, then the original Coach will be
paid according to Section 1.3.
The listing of a position and salary on the coaching salary schedule is not
assurance that the position will be approved by the Board each year as the Board
retains the authority for adding or eliminating any and all such positions; this
schedule only indicates the appropriate salary rate for such positions when
approved.
Payment of athletic salaries shall be made upon completion of the responsibilities
and duties of the particular appointment, and submission to the Superintendent of
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1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
a claim form in the amount of the contractually stipulated payment for such
services. In the event an individual's employment shall be terminated prior to the
completion of his/her duties and responsibilities, he/she' shall submit a claim form
to the Superintendent and shall be reimbursed on the pro-rate basis of the
contractually stipulated amount.
Memorandum of Aareement
1.0 By recommendation of the coaching committee of March 30, 1982, the following
additions were made as recommendations to the administration:
1. All assignments beyond the normal working day should be voluntary.
2. Bus schedules will be better maintained, if possible.
3. Unit members should not be asked to coach three sports.
4. Coaches will be paid with separate checks.
5. Coaches will receive a key for entry at the assigned building and they will turn
in key at the end of their season.
It should be noted that both parties work together to maintain the activities at South
Jefferson, and try to solve problems in good faith. A cooperative effort to follow the above
recommendations by administrators and coaches has resulted.
Section 2.0 - Salary Rates Per Position and Percentaae Factors
To adjust the coaching salary schedule each time you negotiate, you will use the
following example: (X + $1228 = Steps)
Step 1 of BS Salary Sch. (30.000)
Step 1 of NEW BS Salary Schedule
= Step 1 of Coachina Salary Schedule (35.004)
X=Step 1 of the NEW Coaches Salary Schedule
FALL & SPRING SPORTS
Position
Varsity Cheerleading
Varsity Cross Country
Varsity Football
Varsity Soccer, Baseball, Softball, Lacrosse, Track
Varsity Assistant Football
Junior Varsity Football, Soccer, Cross Country, Baseball, Softball, Lacrosse,
Track, Junior Varsity Football Assistant
Junior High Football, Soccer, Cross Country, Baseball, Softball, Lacrosse, Track
Modified Football, Soccer, Cross Country, Baseball, Softball
Modified Lacrosse, Track
Tennis, Golf
Modified Assistant, any sport
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0/0
Factor
.042
.052
.058
.056
.
.044
.044
.033
.035
.038
.044
.025
WINTER SPORTS
Position
Varsity Basketball, Volleyball, Wrestling, Track
Junior Varsity Basketball, Volleyball, Wrestling
JV"B" Basketball
Modified Basketball, Volleyball, Wrestling
Varsity Assistant Indoor Track
Junior Varsity Indoor Track
Varsity/Junior Varsity Cheerleading
Bowling
Modified Assistant, any sport
0/0
Factor
.064
.052
.045
.031
.045
.054
.045
.025
.025
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STEP 01-02 SALARY 02-03 SALARY 03-04 SALARY
1 36,377 37,243 38,206
2 37,605 38,471 39,434
3 38,833 39,699 40,662
4 40,061 40,927 41,890
5 41 ,289 42,155 43,118
6 42,517 43,383 44,346
7 43,745 44,611 45,574
8 44,973 45,839 46,802
9 46,201 47,067 48,030
10 47,429 48,295 49,258
11 48,657 49,523 50,486
12 49,885 50,751 51,714
13 51,113 51,979 52,942
14 52,341 53,207 54,170
15 53,569 54,435 55,398
16 54,797 55,663 56,626
17 56,025 56,891 57,854
18 57~253 58,119 59,082
19 58,481 59,347 60,310
20 59,709 60,575 61,538
21 60,937 61,803 62,766
22 62,165 63,031 63,994
23 63,393 64,259 65,222
24 64,621 65,487 66,450
25 65,849 66,715 67,678
26 67,077 67,943 68,906
27 68,305 69,171 70,134
28 69,533 70,399 71 ,362
29 70,761 71,627 72,590
30 71,989 72,855 73,818
31 73,217 74,083 75,046
32 74,445 75,311 76,274
33 75,673 76,539 77,502
34 76,901 77,767 78,730
35 78,129 78,995 79,958
36 79,357 80,223 81 ,186
COACHING SALARY SCHEDULE
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Position 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
1. Senior Class Advisors
Head Advisor 1 ,250 1,304 1,360
Advisor 1,050 1,095 1,142
Advisor 1,050 1,095 1,142
2. Junior Class Advisors
Head Advisor 600 626 653
Advisor 475 495 517
Advisor 475 495 517
3. Sophomore Class Advisor
Head Advisor 500 522 544
Advisor 275 287 299
Advisor 275 287 299
4. Freshman Class Advisors
Head Advisor 500 522 544
Advisor 275 287 299
Advisor 275 287 299
5. High School Student Council 1,000 1,043 1,088
6. Junior High School Student Council 400 417 435
7. Elementary Student Council (each) 300 313 326
8. Yearbook Advisor( s) 2,650 2,764 2,883
9. Dramatics Club Advisor (each) 950 991 1,033
10. Fallintramurais (each) 400 417 435
11. Winter Intramurals (each) 675 704 734
12. Spring Intramurals (each) 450 469 490
13. Skiing intramurals (each) per outing 55 57 60
14. Stage Manager 950 991 1,033
15. Music Department Leader 2,430 2,535 2,644
16. Head Teacher (elementary) 600 626 653
17. FF A Advisor 1,600 1,669 1,741
18. Art Club Advisor (2) 800 834 870
19. Dance Club Advisor 1,500 1,565 1,632
20. Whiz Quiz Advisor 350 365 381
21. SADD Advisor 500 522 544
22. Musical Advisors 918 957 998
A maximum of 7 advisors each at the designated rate. Depending upon the particular production, the
assigned rates may be adjusted in a manner mutually acceptable to the participating advisors as
recommended by the Music Department Leader and approved by the Superintendent of Schools.
23. 7th Grade Advisor (1) 250 261 272
ARTICLE 30
EXTRA PAY POSITIONS
Section 1
°
- Pav Rates
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24. 8th Grade Advisor (1) 250 261 272
25. Forensics Advisor (1) 1,335 1,393 1,453
26. Newspaper Advisor (1 ) 1,113 1,161 1,211
27. SH Honor Society Advisor (1) 300 313 326
28. JH Honor Society Advisor (1) 200 209 218
29. Assistant Yearbook Advisor 816 852 888
30. Music Competitions/Honors Conc. 41 42 44
This stipend will apply to weekend days and after-school solo preparation and festivals. The total
music department utilization of this may not exceed 20 payments per year. The recipients of the
twenty (20) payments will be determined internally by the music department faculty.
31. Art Honor Competition 58 61 64
This stipend will apply to weekend days only, and the total art department utilization of this may not
total more than Z payments per year. The recipients of the seven (7) payments will be determined
internally by the art department faculty and principal.
32. Special Projects Advisors
Consideration of financial acknowledgments for these activities will rest with Board discretion.
33. Key Club Advisor 500 522 544
34. Odyssey of the Mind Advisor 800 834 870
35. Odyssey of the Mind Assistant 350 365 381
36. FCCLA Advisor 500 522 544
37. FOSPA stipend per session 450 469 490
38. French Club Advisor 250 261 -272
39. German Club Advisor 250 261 272
40. Spanish Club Advisor 250 261 272
41. ISO Advisor 250 261 272
42. Business Club Advisor 250 261 272
43. Telecom Club Advisor 500 522 544
Inclusions of a position on the above schedule is not an assurance that the position will
exist. The Board retains the right to approve or eliminate any or all such positions. This
schedule does, however, specify the salary which is to be paid each individual appointed
by the Board to such a position.
Payment of extra services salaries shall be made upon completion of the responsibilities
and duties of the particular appointment and submission to the Superintendent of a claim
form in the amount of the contractually stipulated payment for such services. In the event
an individual's employment shall be terminated prior to the completion of his duties and
responsibilities, he shall submit a claim form to the Superintendent and shall be
reimbursed on a pro rate basis of the contractually stipulated amount.
Section 2.0 - Extra Compensation
The teaching rate of pay shall be utilized for grading the August Regents'
exams, summer school teaching, AIS instruction, and serving as a presenter or a leader
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of a South Jefferson in-service program. The non-teaching rate shall be paid for
curriculum writing and revision, and for attendance at professional workshops (other
than workshops where such time is in conjunction with an overnight trip) outside normal
school hours.
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
Non-Teaching
$22.00/hour
$22.95/hour
$23.94/hour
T eachinq
$27.83/hour
$29.03/hour
$30.28/hour
Section 3.0 - Home Bound Instruction
Teachers providing home bound instruction to students shall be compensated
at the rate of $20 per hour.
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STEP 01-02 BASE 02-03 BASE 03-04 BASE
1 31 ,177 31,919 32,744
2 31,427 32,329 33,154
3 31,677 32,689 33,514
4 31 ,990 33,049 33,874
5 32,415 33,357 34,182
6 33,865 34,207 35,032
7 35,315 35,557 36,382
8 36,615 37,007 37,832
9 37,915 38,532 39,357
10 39,067 39,809 40,634
11 39,699 40,841 41 ,666
12 40,449 41,691 42,516
13 41 ,354 42,496 43,321
14 41,985 43,227 44,052
.' 15 42,608 43,950 44,775
16 43,383 44,625 45,450
17 44,515 45,257 46,082
18 45,546 46,288 47,113
19 46,453 47,295 48,120
20 47,201 48,293 49,118
21 48,118 48,960 49,985
22 48,885 49,627 50,689
23 50,315 51,057 51 ,882
24 51,303 52,045 52,870
. 25 52,061 53,003 53,828
26 52,727 53,869 54,694
27 53,736 54,678 55,503
28 54,985 55,527 56,352
29 55,904 56,527 57,352
30 56,969 57,527 58,352
inc. > 2,250 2,000 2,000
st. 30
base 31 ,177 31,919 32,744
grad
hours 40 44 50
MS 350 350 350
Earned
Doct. 500 500 500
~
~)
ARTICLE 31
SOUTH JEFFERSON CENTRAL SCHOOL SALARYSCHEDULE
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SOUTH JEFFERSON CENTRAL SALARY SCHEDULE
Section 1.0 - Salary Provisions
1.1 Salary credit for advanced education will be granted at the rate of $40, $44, and
$50 per hour in 2001-02,2002-03,2003-04, respectively.
1.2
1.3
1.4
Official action as to salary adjustment for completed graduate courses will be
taken by the Board of Education at its regular October meeting. Grade reports
pertaining to approved graduate courses must be submitted to the District Clerk
no later than October 1 if a salary adjustment is to be expected.
Salary credit for advanced education or in-service work will be granted to unit
members under the following conditions and with the following provisions:
1.31 Unit members with the Baccalaureate degree.
Hours up to 60 hours will be paid. Hours beyond the 60 hours may be
paid provided the unit member secures advance written approval from the
Superintendent that the hours are acceptable for salary credit.
In supporting the concept of unit member salary adjustment for graduate study,
the Board of Education encourages unit members to pursue further higher
education to maintain and up-grade their qualifications. and professional
competencies in working with the students of the district. Implied here is a
responsibility for unit members to individually plan such programs of graduate
study keeping in mind certification requirements and personal needs for
professional improvement. It is the role of administration to assist unit members
in graduate program planning thereby assuring that all unit members employed
by the district meet State Education Department standards and that our students
can derive direct benefit from such study.
I. All unit members anticipating graduate study to be submitted for salary
adjustment purposes must seek administrative approval prior to
registration for such courses. Such request for administrative approval
must be made on the appropriate form.
II. Regarding unit members employed by the district under provisional
certification, only such graduate courses will be approved for salary
adjustment which are acceptable to the State Education Department -
Bureau of Unit member Certification toward the satisfaction of
requirements for permanent certification in the specific area of their
employment. Documentation as to SED acceptability must be provided by
such unit member at the time administrative approval is requested. Also, a
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copy of course description(s) as per college catalog should be attached to
the request form.
III. Regarding unit members employed by the district under permanent
certification, administrative approval shall only be granted to undertake
graduate study in an educationally related field or in the requesting unit
member's field of certification. An exception will be graduate courses in
the field of educational administration wherein a maximum of 12 graduate
hours will be approvable and acceptable for salary adjustment. In all
cases unit members will be asked to explain the relevance of anticipated
course work within these approvable areas. A copy of course
description(s) as per college catalog should be attached to the request
form as well as any optional documentation which supports the request.
ARTICLE 32
JOINT COMMllTEES
Collaborative Decision-Makino
It is the common concern of the District and the Association that we work together
to improve and advance the conditions of teaching and learning in order to best meet the
educational needs of our children. To that end, we have developed a consensus
decision-making procedure which shall be used in matters impacting student
achievement. The District Educational Steering Committee, which shall be jointly
chaired by a representative appointed by the Superintendent and a representative
appointed by the SJT A President, shall itself or through appointed ad hoc committees
address those matters deemed to fit that broad definition. Included in the
responsibilities of the DESC shall be unit member inservice and staff development,
curriculum development, and other activities designed to assure a strengthened unit
member force and an improved learning environment.
Specifically, it is here recognized that the DESC will be responsible for planning
the District's conference days, professional staff development activities and such other
inservice activities for the district that fall after school or on early dismissal days.
Professional staff development planned and supported by DESC should include activities
which strive to enhance the art and science of teaching and increased student
achievement.
The DESC also recognizes the importance of collaborative decision-making at the
building level and will assume responsibility for providing advice, assistance,
communication, and congruence with the various building groups. Members of DESC
should include administrators, a unit member from each building's share-decision making
committee and other stakeholder groups, including support staff, parents, and students
when appropriate.
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Certain other joint District-Association activities which do not fall under the basic
responsibility of the District Educational Steering Committee may from time to time require
joint action:
The DESC committee shall also determine the allocation of $3,800 that will be set
aside each year for professional development.
ARTICLE 33
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
Section 1.0 - Definitions
1.1 Grievance shall be any claimed violation, misinterpretation, or misapplication of the
provisions, terms, and conditions specified in this agreement or any subsequent
agreement entered into under the provisions of Article XIV of the Civil Service Law.
1.2 Emolovee shall mean any regularly and directly employed person who is a
member of or is represented by the organization which represents this Unit.
1.3 Aaarieved oerson is the person or persons making the claim.
1.4 Party of interest shall mean any persons who might be required to take action, or
against whom action might be taken.
1.5 Davs shall mean business days. Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays shall be
excluded in computing the number of days within which action must be taken or
n.otice given.
1.6 Executive Committee shall mean that committee of the Unit members' Association
which is charged with determining association interest in and/or support of
individual Unit member's grievances.
Section 2.0 - Declaration of Princiole
Every employee within the unit shall have the right to present his grievance in
accordance with the provisions hereof, free from interference, coercion, restraint,
discrimination, or reprisal, and shall have the right but not the obligation to be represented
by an association representative of his own choosing at any or all stages of the
proceedings. Nothing herein shall be construed as limiting the right of any employee or
the Association having a grievance to discuss and resolve the grievance informally.
However, no settlement of an informal nature shall be in contradiction to the provisions of
this agreement.
Section 3.0 - Procedure
Level One
Steo 1 - Informal Presentation
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An aggrieved employee, in an effort to settle his grievance quickly, shall present
his grievance informally to his Building Principal or Supervisor within fifteen (15) days
after the act upon which the grievance is based becomes known or should have become
known to the employee. He may present his grievance in person, either alone or with a
representative along, as determined by the employee.
*If at the conclusion of this step, it is determined that the grievance concerns action taken
by the Superintendent, then the grievant shall reinvoke Step 1 with the Superintendent.
Step 2 - Formal Presentation
If the grievance is not resolved at the informal stage, the employee shall, within
seven (7) days, reduce his grievance to writing and transmit copies of the written
grievance to his Building Principal and the Association President. The Building Principal
shall give a written answer to the grievance within five (5) days.
Level Two
Within five (5) days after mailing or delivery to the aggrieved employee, and/or his
representative, if any, of the Building Principal's or Supervisors answer to the grievance,
the aggrieved employee may appeal the decision to the Superintendent. Such appeal
shall be a written statement of the grievance including a summary of such evidence and
information as relates to the grievance. The Superintendent shall make his written
response to the grievance within five (5) days.
Level Three
If the employee is not satisfied with the decision of the Superintendent, he may
within five (5) days of the receipt of the Superintendent's decision, appeal his grievance to
the President of the Board of Education. Within ten (10) days following receipt of the
grievance, the Board of Education shall meet with the aggrieved employee, the
Superintendent, representatives of the Association, and interested parties, for the
purpose of resolving the grievance.
Level Four
If no decision has be rendered by the Board of Education within ten (10) days
following the hearing by the Board, or if the decision rendered is unacceptable to the
employee, the employee may request the President of the Association to submit his
grievance to arbitration. Unless the Association has approved and supported an
employee's request for arbitration, and filed a Demand for Arbitration within ten (10) days
after the Board's determination should have been rendered, the employee may not go to
arbitration. His recourse shall be through the public courts and any expenses incurred
shall be borne by the employee. If the Executive Committee of the Association shall
support the request for arbitration, the President of the Association, together with the
employee, shall sign a request for arbitration. If the President of the Board and the
employee or his representative cannot agree upon an arbitrator within ten (10) days
following the request for arbitration, the two parties shall jointly submit the grievance to
arbitration under the rules of the American Arbitration Association.
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The arbitrator so selected shall confer with the Board, the Superintendent, and the
aggrieved person or his designee, under rules established by the arbitrator within twenty
(20) days from the date of the close of hearings or, if oral hearings have been waived,
then from the date on which the final statements and proofs are submitted to him.
The arbitrator will set forth in writing findings of fact, reasoning, and conclusions on
the grievan.ce submitted. His decision(s) shall be final and binding on both parties. The
arbitrator shall not, however, have the power to make. any decision which violates existing
law or contradicts the provisions and requirement of this agreement. Neither shall the
arbitrator have the power to modify or change the provisions of this agreement.
Costs
The fees and expenses of arbitration, if any, shall be shared equally by the Board
of Education and the Association.
Section 4.0 - Miscellaneous
4.1 If, in the judgment of the Executive Council of the Association, or its designee, a
grievance affects a group or class of unit members, the council, or its designee,
may process such a grievance as though it were an individual grievance. In such
case, the Council may process a grievance for that unit as a whole and shall
commence the process by filing the grievance directly with the Superintendent at
Level Two of the grievance procedure within fifteen (15) days after the act upon
which the grievance is based becomes known or should have become known to
the Executive Council.
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
All documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing of a
grievance will be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants and
will not be noted or included in the permanent records of the individual.
Forms for the filing of grievances, serving notices, taking appeals, making reports
and recommendations, and other necessary documents will be prepared by the
Superintendent in cooperation with Association representatives and be given
appropriate distribution so as to facilitate operation of the grievance procedure.
Nothing in this agreement shall be construed so as to deny the Association, or its
representatives, the right to seek redress before any appropriate Administrative
Agency or through the courts, if such a course seems to them, at their sole
discretion, more appropriate.
It is expressly understood that this grievance procedure shall not be used to delay
the resolution of conflicts that might arise related to the interpretation of this
agreement.
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ARTICLE 34
AGREEMENT CONCLUSION
This compilation of agreements
constitutes the full and total agreement betweenthe South Jefferson Superintendent of Schools and the South Jefferson
Teachers'Association for the 2001-2004 contract.
Pursuant to Article 14 Civil Service Law, Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967, this
agreement is made and entered into by and between the Superintendent of Schools of
the South Jefferson Central School District, and the South Jefferson
Teachers'Association. This agreement is to become effective July 1, 2001, and will remain in effect
until June 30, 2004, except as revised or amended by mutual written agreement of both
pa rties.
The provisions contained in this agreement shall supersede any existing policies of
the Board of Education and provisions of previous agreements which may be contrary to
the provisionscontained herein. .
Any provisions within this agreement which is deemed to be contrary to existing or
future law or contrary to the opinions of state officials whose opinions carry the weight of
law shall be individually stricken from this agreement while all other provisions of this
agreement shall remain in full force and effect.
IT IS AGREED BY AND BE1WEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITSIMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
For the parties:
~->i~1 8 ~~
SJT A President
C)
;3: .-{'.I) i' tV- <--?~, S perintendentof Schools
~~II 02o-rJ~
" Date / J.~~ /< ..2L.o/Date
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APPENDIX A
CONFERENCEANORKSHOPATTENDANCE
CONFERENCENVORKSHOPATTENDANCE
A. Unit members are encouraged to attend conferences and workshops for their
professional growth. To that end, the District will provide substitutes, when in its
judgment substitutes are needed, and pay registration fees, travel, and reasonable
meal and lodging expenses. Approval will be made by the Superintendent or his
designee.
B. Factors considered in approving or denying requests will include:
1. Unit member membership in sponsoring organization
2. Frequency of requests
3. Cost
4. Relationship to teaching assignment and District needs
5. District budgetary allocation
C. Requests will be answered within fifteen (15) days.
D. Occasionally, the unit member will request or be asked to participate in workshops
or in-service training which occurs over a number of non-teaching days - summer,
holidays, and Saturdays. In these cases, the unit member may request payment
of the current hourly rate for professional activity. Such requests must be made
and approved in advance. (Unit members should not request such payment for
school-day sessions or the occasional weekend activity.)
E. Activities for which the District pays costs and/or for the unit member's time are
exempt from consideration for salary credit.
APPEALS
When the Superintendent rejects requests above, the individual may, within five (5)
school days after receipt of notice of rejection, request a meeting with the Superintendent
and/or his designee to discuss the reasons for the rejection. The individual may be
accompanied to such meeting by the Association President and/or his/her designee.
September 5, 2001 rm
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SOUTH JEFFERSON CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SPECIFIC OBSERVATION
Name of Teacher or Employee:
Date of Observation:
Positionffitle:
Building Location:
Administrator Completing Evaluation:
Group Observed:
TimelLength:
Note: Only written observations or observation fonns placed in the teacher's folder during the
three-year probationary period will be used in consideration of tenure placement.
Narration: The specific observation fonn is designed without a numerical rating system.
Written comments should be as specific as possible and reflect the lesson being
observed. Other comments can be added under overall effectiveness at the end of
the observation fonn. During specific observations, some of the listed teaching
skills may not be observed. This does not automatically signify a pOC'!"
observation. The abbreviation N.O. can be used for "not observed" where
appropriate.
SOAPPXB.DOC
l. Exhibits evidence of appropriate planning to support the instructional process
2. Instructional materials and supplies are ready at the start of the lesson.
3. Content of the lesson is appropriate and relevant for objective and level of student.
4. Organizes content in a logical way
******************************************************************************
Comments
B. Classroom Management
1. Effective rules and procedures are evident for individual and whole class behavior
and are implemented in a fair and equitable manner.
2. Makes appropriate decisions when dealing with classroom discipline.
3. Provides effective and timely feedback to students regarding their behav:.:>r.
'Comments******************************************************************************
2
1. Sets up classroom and organizes materials to maximize student involvement.
2. Creates a positive classroom environment that supports increased student achievement.
3. Provides opportunities for student-directed learning such as cooperative student groups,
self-directed student activities, independent projects, etc.
******************************************************************************Comments
D. Instructional Presentation
1. Provides initial focus for the lesson by clearly communicating the specific objective(s) to the
students.
2. Provides clarity for objectives by using techniques such as outlining or reviewing previous
infonnation.
3. Spends a majority of class time on learning the specific objective(s).
4. Uses instructional strategies appropriate to the needs and abilities of students.
5. Uses varied questioning techniques to check for student understanding and to stimulate higher
level thinking skills.
6. Provides both guided and/or independent practice to reinforce skills and concepts.
7. Monitors and adjusts the instruction within the lesson.
8. Maintains student motivation throughout the lesson.
9. Creates effective transitions between instructional activities
1O~ Provides appropriate student grouping during the instructional process.
11. Uses closure strategies to complete the lesson and/or summarize the objective(s).
******************************************************************************Comments
3
J!.,. uvlt:nUI .l!.1I1t:\:"'VIt:IIIt:~~ uunll~ "III~ UU~CI V4IUUII
************************************************************************************
Teacher's Signature Date
Administrator's Signature Date
Signature indicates that the teacher has discussed this observation with the administrator. Teachers have
the right to attach written statements to this form if they desire.
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South Jefferson Central School District
Annual Teacher Performance Evaluation
Name of Teacher or Employee:
Title:
Building Location:
Administrator Completing Evaluation:
Oate(s) of Planning Conference:
( must be prior to Oct. 15 )
Teacher GoalsNision for the 19
- 19 School Year
Specific Objectives(s) for the 19 _ - 19_ SchoolYearAgreedupon by teacher and administrator
(includes strategies and resources)
Agreed Upon Format for Performance Evaluation (check one)
o Self - Reflective (attach plan)
o Specific Observation (mandatory for probationary teachers per contract)
AT APPXC.DOC
UUU..U
""aa"I"uu
"'''U''I
AI U,",UUU& ..,&~~& &,,~
Optional Professional Development Evaluation for Tenured/Support Staff
Name of Teacher or Employee:
Building Location:
Administrator Completing Evaluation:
Expected Target Date for Completion (No Later than May 15th):
Target Areas:
I. Management of Instructional Time
2. Management of Student Behavior
3. Instructional Presentation
4. Instructional Monitoring
5. Instructional Feedback
6. Facilitating Instruction
7. Communication with the Education Community
8. Other Professional Goals (i.e. peer-coaching, professional portfolio)
Annual Goal(s)/and Specific Objectives:
Strategies and Resources:
,
Evidence of Completion:
Initial Comments:
Administrator:
Initial Comments:
Employee:
Signatures:
Approved by Administrator: Date: Employee: Date:
Completion Comments:
Administrator:
Completion Comments:
Employee:
Date of Completion Conference:
OPDAPPXD.DOC
presentation would stir controversy. If, in his best professional judgment, the
presentation of a given issue or personality will stir public controversy, the unit
member shall discuss the situation with the appropriate building principal prior to
such presentation and be guided by his recommendations.
1.6 The community has a right to expect that controversial issues will be presented in
a fair and unbiased manner and to communicate through proper channels to the
Board of Education if convinced that they are not.
ARTICLE 6
EVALUATION
1.0 The chief purpose of the observation and evaluation of the unit members shall be
(a) to maintain a highly qualified, competent staff, and (b) to promote its continuing
development.
Evaluation encourages collegial planning, analysis and reflection with a focus on
individual, school and school system accountability. This process acknowledges
that unit members and administrators play an important role in assessing existing
skills and desired skills as well as the needs of every classroom student. Also, it
acknowledges that peer educators are a valuable support in trying to establish and
implement district-wide and/or building-level professional goals and strategies.
Designing and implementing classroom teaching improvement is a team effort.
Improved unit member performance practices are expected to result in improved
student learning; it is not a guarantee that students' performance will improve.
To further these purposes, the supervisory personnel responsible for the
observation and evaluation of unit members shall acknowledge the right to the unit
member to:
1.1 Know how well (s)he is performing the duties and responsibilities of his/her
position;
1.2 Know the areas in which improvement is needed;
1.3 Have a candid appraisal of his/her work;
1.4 Seek and receive supervisory assistance where needed;
1.5 Discuss in conference his/her observation and evaluation reports with the
supervisor preparing the report;
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Annual Performance Assessment
Checklist Section
Superior Above Standard At Standard Improvement Needed Unsatisfactory
Instructional Techniques <__8 8 8 8 8 :
Classroom Management <__8 8 8 8 8 :
Record Keeping <__8 8 8 8 8 '
Core Curriculum Knowledge and
Correlation with the Standards <__8 8 8 8 8_______
......--
Superior Above Standard At Standard Improvement Needed Unsatisfactc
Effective Assessment of Student's Progress <__8 8 8___~ 8 8___
Effective Parent Communication < 8 8______--------_._----------.___________________.___.
Oral Communication Skills < 8 8 8____
Written Communication Skills < 8 8____
Works Productively w/Colleagues < 8____-
Superior Above Standard At Standard Improvement Needed Unsatisfaoto%
Supportive of Building and
BOE Policies and Procedures
<__8 8 8 8 8____
Professionalism <__8 8 8 8 8____
Overall Effectiveness ~--8 8 8 8 8____
Additional Comments <__8 8 8 8 8____
Teacher Signature Date Reviewed
'Administrator Signature Date Reviewed
Signature indicates that the employee has discussed the evaluation with the administrator.
APAPPXE.DOC
Name:
~u~.~ ~~DUft.~/U.D.A.~. W.U§ ~~~yft.~~ ~V~UA4.Uft
Position/Title:
Date of Evaluation:
Administrator:
Part :I 3 - Exceeds Requirements
2 - Meets Requirements
1 - Needs Improvement
Oualitv of Work/Work ResDonsibilities
Ability to meet deadlines
Completes assignments
Able to work as a member of a team
Able to set priorities and work independently
Supports school district policies and procedures
Responsive to the needs/concerns of Administrators, Teachers, other Pupil
Personnel members
Follows up on assignments in a timely manner
Reports to appropriate building representatives regarding scheduling
Uses logical and practical approaches to new or unusual problems
Demonstrates appropriate communication skills and initiates
communication
Maintains confidentiality
Works cooperatively with parents and\or guardians
Professional Knowledqe
Appropriate knowledge of community agencies/resources
Effectiveness in dealing with community agencies/resources
Willingness to support school initiatives beyond the scope of the assigned
job description (committee assignments, attend Board and Faculty meetings,
etc...)
Pursues training relevant to areas of job responsibilities
Is knowledgeable and up to date in their area of responsibilities
~Q~~ ,
Part ZZ - Self-Evaluation
Please write a brief narrative to summarize your professional activities during
the past school year. Include your accomplishments as well as those areas in
which you see the need for change. In addition please include at least two
professional goals you would like to work towards during the up coming school
year.
other General Comments:
~----------------------------------------
-----------------
Employee's Signature Date
Administrator's Signature Date
Signature merely indicates that the employee has discussed this evaluation with
the administrator.
